
Artificial Intelligence
REPORT SUMMARY

Artificial Intelligence (AI) can be defined as the use of  computer, machines and machine learning to model 
and/or replicate intelligent behavior, thereby reducing or replacing human intervention.

IMPLICATIONS
• AI can be faster than humans at computing, 

analyzing and drawing conclusions from large 
amounts of  data

• AI can take on repetitive, administrative tasks, 
enabling humans to add more value with other 
tasks, such as developing deeper relationships

• Has potential to increase ability by hackers to cause 
cyber disruption

• May lead to addition and elimination of  jobs and 
require retraining

HEAT MAP RESULTS

HIGH Probability of Impact
UNKNOWN Severity of Impact
5-10 YEARS until Impact on Industry

OPPORTUNITIES
• Offers insurance companies opportunities to        

cover risks
• AI solutions could detect and prevent fraud by 

detecting patterns more effectively than humans
• Could make transactions less expensive, making 

insurance and services more cost effective
• Could improve ability to measure risk in more detail 

with improved risk modeling and facilitate more 
personalized product

• Companies might be able to leverage efficiencies in 
HR and employee expense with automation

THREATS
• Reliance on machines and computers could 

introduce organizational weaknesses with 
introduction of  cyber risk and potential for 
mistakes flowing and creating loss

• Automation could result in loss of  industry jobs 
and human connection in transactions 

• AI solutions could allow influx of  new entrants to 
market with lower barrier to entry which could 
reduce expertise applied to transactions

• With AI, using accurate and appropriate data will 
be critical for effective decision-making.
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IMPLICATIONS
• In an environment where companies are 

electing to close physical offices, AI can be 
used to monitor employee productivity. 
Companies may need to understand 
current privacy laws and/or buy insurance 
products to address potential privacy 
breaches from use of  AI to monitor 
remote workforce.

OPPORTUNITIES
• Claimants have been a beneficiary as many 

insurers are processing claims without 
physical inspection. Consequently, reliance 
on AI for fraud detection, predictive 
analytics and computer vision has become 
ever more increasing. 

• Opportunity to accelerate adoption, 
improve efficiency and outmaneuver 
competitors through rapid deployment of  
new technology in this transitional period 
to catalyze future success.

THREATS
• Potential that AI processes replacing in-person 

interactions could result in a reduction in total 
employment in the insurance industry, thus 
threatening the jobs of  some in the industry.
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